Cross section calculations for electron scattering from DNA and RNA bases.
Differential and integral cross sections for elastic electron collisions with uracil, cytosine, guanine, adenine and thymine have been calculated using the independent atom method with a static-polarization model potential for incident energies ranging from 50 to 4000 eV. Total cross sections for single electron-impact ionization of selected DNA and RNA bases have also been calculated with the binary-encounter-Bethe model from the ionization threshold up to 5000 eV. Cross sections within the investigated energy range, can be related to the molecular symmetry, the number of target electrons and molecular size; elastic and ionization processes are most efficient for guanine and adenine molecules, while the lowest cross sections were obtained for the uracil molecule. The ionization cross sections for cytosine, thymine, adenine and guanine are compared with those recently obtained with a semi-classical and binary-encounter-Bethe formalisms. No theoretical and experimental data for elastic electron scattering from DNA and RNA bases are available, but comparisons with calculations for molecules of similar size and geometry allows the validity of the theoretical approach to be verified.